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As a leader in office furniture manufacturing, we recognize that the key to 
our long term success is to anticipate customer needs. Hence we develop 

new technologies and innovative solutions that provides our customers with 
products that have a distinct competitive advantage.

Thorough our team of engineers, technicians and factory operators, we have 
managed to develop a big and varied range of top of the office furniture line in 

different styles for different needs.

Each design have been developed and refined to comply with the specific 
needs of a modern establishment.

All our furniture provides comfort, strength, durability and versatility, bearing in 
mind its cost effectiveness. 

Our aim is to produce the very best with reasonable price.
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198 series Chrome Finish Pages 04-11

130 series Aluminum Anodized Finish Pages 12-21

191 series Steel in white colour Pages 22-25

211 series Solid Steel Pages 26-31

45-X series Aluminum and Chorme Pages 32-37

106 series Height Adjustable Pages 38-41

72 series Square Steel Pages 42-45

B series Pages 46-53

T series Pages 54-61

Work Station Pages 62-75

Ex series Office System Pages 76-81
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198 series
Chrome Finish
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Extremely brief
appearance, agile 
and easy 

Craft exquisites, like, for this product, added 
many beauties. In design from the bells and 
whistles to prominent quality excellence, constant 
product status, to work life can become you 
office’s private custom.... 

TF-198-1818G
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Use Of Concise Style, 
Contracted Design Style.

To Smooth Add A Few Minutes Of Confortable And Confortable , So As To Relieve The Tense 
Work Atmosphere. The Metal Frame And The Design Of Office Life So Compatibility And 

Economy , Can Look This Product Not Adamantly Turgid, Plain And Durable.

TF-198-147-2G FF
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TF-198-1616-4GC
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TF-198-3212-GM

Meeting Table 3200 x 1200 x 750 mm. Height
Model TF-198-3212-GM ( With Glass Top )

Meeting Table 1200 x 1200 x 750 mm. Height
Model TF-198-1212-WM ( With Wooden Top )

TF-198-1212-WM
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Snake Cable Tray
XC05
Size: 765x127x63 mm, 
Meterial: Aluminum
Surface Finishing: Spray Paint

Cable Box
XH02
Size: 250x119x33 mm
Meterial: Aluminum
Surface Finishing: Oxidation

Cable Tray
XC01
Size: 1600x85 mm, 
Meterial: Aluminum
Surface Finishing: Oxidation

Cable Tray
XC06
Size: 1600x98 mm, 
Meterial: Aluminum / Steel
Surface Finishing: Painting

Foldable Cable Tray
XC03
Size: 1600x275x107 mm, 
Meterial: Aluminum / Steel
Surface Finishing: Oxidation

Manual Socket Box
Size: 364x229 mm
Meterial: Aluminum / Steel

PF05-1
Size: 55x35x107 mm

PF05-3
Size: 36x35x92 mm

PF05-2
Size: 91x35x107 mm

Modesty PanelDesking System

Electrical Socket Box
Size: 479x209 mm, 
Meterial: Aluminum / Steel
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Open Shelf CabinetHalf Open, Half Wooden 
Door Cabinet

Sliding Door CabinetSliding Door Cabinet
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130 series
Aluminum Anodized Finish

Simple but fashion.
Triangle leg and beam,
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TF-130-1818FL

connect with square and strong brackets, makes the 
table clean and modest . Aluminum finishing plus chrome 

brackets, make you feel elegant and valuable. It is so 
delicate even in the smallest corner.

Simple but fashion.
Triangle leg and beam,
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Will suit any space demand. It has many 
appendants such as screen systems, cabinet, 
screen accessory wire managment. No 
matter how you design your office, it works 
for you.

Lots  of combination
with triangle leg and beams

TF-130-168-4WFF
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You can never be bored 
with the Vi18 range.

TF-130-1616-W

TF-130-167-4WFF

You can change the look and layout without getting a whole new range. Simply 
reposition components and refresh the look by insering different panels.

Cluster of 4 face 
to face with cable 

tray and aluminum 
screen panel. 
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Here is low Divider-Cabinet & Desk 
option. The cabinet serves as a 
connecting device for desks with  a 
railing system or without, you can 
configure the workspace according 
to privacy, function & design needs. 
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Now you can get easily and cost 
effectively design and configure a 
stylish and productive workplace.

With the ingenious Vi18 range you 
can add core components together 
with amazing ease and interchange 
them to create open or private work 
spaces.

See how Vi18 with its minimalist 
style and cleaver connectivity is the 
refreshing way to transform your 
office envionment again and again. 

Vi18 is an ingenious modular system, 
not just because of the simplicity of 
connecting and reconfiguring - but 

also because there are many creative 
opportunities for customisation. For 
example: Aluminium framed panels 

can be supplied in your choice of 
color and materials.
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TF-130-1212M

TF-130-3212M

With high grade material, comfortable 
and elegant color, 
and reasonable layout, it adds more elegant 
tastes to your conference life.
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Open Shelf CabinetHalf Open, Half Wooden
Door Cabinet

Sliding Door CabinetSliding Door Cabinet

WHITE

MAPLE BEECH CHERRY WALNUT

GREY
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191 series
Steel in white colour
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Extremely brief
appearance, agile 
and easy 

Craft exquisites, like, for this 
product, added many beauties. 

In design from the bells and 
whistles to prominent quality 
excellence, constant product 

status, to work life can become 
you office’s private custom.... 

TF-191-1818W
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Now you can 
easily and cost-
effectively design     
and configure

TF-191-147-4WFF

A stylish and 
productive 
workplace.

TF-191-147-2WFF
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211 series
Solid Steel
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Solid and Modern
Under simple appearance 

And inner temperament fusion, will this 
product character and dyeing to Lin 

Lin Lin to, and in its hale foils with the 
character of the space, make the product 

appear gorgeous atmosphere, solid and 
durable, edge and Angle of hard work 

and delicate mechanical parts, seems to 
tell you is to handle it the best partner, 
product fine choose material, singular 
focus on quality, it is in the design of 
modern temperament, and so is the 

essence of the product....

TF-211-1818W

TF-211-188W
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TF-211-168-4WFF

Simple fashion
Product
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makes the product not only strong, 
and the exterior smooth level off, 

on each corner can well reflect the 
person on the product quality by 

heart; It is an ideal health furniture, 
furniture of modern life.

Comfortable and elegant
Durable & High quality material
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WHITE MAPLE BEECH CHERRY WALNUTGREY

Open Shelf CabinetHalf Open, Half Wooden 
Door Cabinet

Sliding Door CabinetSliding Door Cabinet
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45-X series
Aluminum and Chorme
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Turning Basic Office
Into Stylish work space

TF-45X-1818W

TF-45X-1616W
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Make this product perfectly
stands in the life of your office………
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Open Shelf CabinetHalf Open, Half Wooden 
Door Cabinet

Sliding Door CabinetSliding Door Cabinet

WHITE

MAPLE BEECH CHERRY WALNUT

GREY
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106 series
Height Adjustable
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Feel as good
as it looks

TF-106-1818W
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TF-106-167-6WFF

TF-106-1212WY

High quality material, makes the 
product not only strong, and 
the exterior smooth level off, on 
each corner can well reflect the 
person on the product quality 
by heart; It is an ideal health 
furniture, furniture of modern 
life.
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72 series
Square Steel 
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Quality is not only a way 
of passing on the products,
but also a leading factor in the publicizing of the 
enterprise image,

TF-72-1818W

TF-72-1616W
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TF-72-1616-4WX

TF-72-1414-4WX

Now you can easily and 
cost-effectively design 
and configure a stylish and 
productive workplace.
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B series
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Believe in individuality
B-series executive range reflects a fusion 
of elegance, upscale design with the indi-
viduality and practical features. Curvilinear 
work-surfaces and storage components 
support the flow of people in your office 
and help you work more comfortably and 
productively. 
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BO 18

BO 120
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T series
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An army of Worksurface
Such as Side Return, Round Connection and Connectable Tables allow 
you to create the stylish and functional workspace that suits your needs 

and personality.
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Work Station

60 mm

45 mm

30 mm
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30 mm Solid Panel
Makes it easy to customize the office, allowing you to specify the desired 
level of features for each workspace in order to meet diverse needs, while 
achieving a crisp, clean look at an affordable. 
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VI 60 offers simple yet 
practical designs to enhance 
the maximum use of space. 

Ergonomic work surfaces, 
easy-to-reach storage and 

comprehensive cable solutions 
are some important features to 

create a dynamic workplace for 
the multi-tasking managers.

45ABT
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Leg Options
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Block System (60mm & 45mm and 30 mm THK.)
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Block System 60mm THK Panel Sizes.

Block System 45mm & 30mm THK. Panel Sizes 
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Reception Counter
A modular reception system. Combinations of rectangular base units with 
counter tops, create smart and distinctive reception spaces.
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18-PLT
PLATE

30W x 18D x 2THK

W/O PLATE
ATTACH BRACKET
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18-PLT
PLATE

30W x 18D x 2THK

W/O PLATE
ATTACH BRACKET

WHITE GREY

MAPLE BEECH CHERRY WALNUT
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Note
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